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QUESTION 1

In your project, you have several materials that are planned by different people. How can you assign the planning
responsibility? 

A. MRP type 

B. MRP group 

C. MRP planning file 

D. MRP controller 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the consequences when you assgn a planned order to a production line manually, using the planning table in
repetitive manufacturing? 

A. The planed order\\'s component availability is checked. 

B. The planed order is converted to production order. 

C. The planned order\\'s components are copied to the picking list. 

D. The planed order generates capacity requirements 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are possible configuration steps when setting up the alert monitor in Advance Planning? (Choose
2) 

A. Create object selection variant for transportation lane-related alerts. 

B. Create object selection variant for product-related alerts. 

C. Assign the overall profile to the authorization profile. 

D. Assign the alert profile to the overall profile. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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What are some uses for the low-level code assigned to each material? (Choose 2) 

A. It is used in MRP to determine the sequence in which materials are planned. 

B. It is used by product costing to determine how coast are rolled up. 

C. It is used by engineering to indentify subitems in an engineering bill of material (BOM). 

D. it is used by ATP to determine the priority of alternative components. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You use planning strategy Finite Scheduling - with Reverse adn want to allow scheduling in the past. How can you
achive this? 

A. Specify a negative offset time in the strategy profile. 

B. Specify a positive planning horizon in the strategy profile. 

C. Specify a negative lanning horizon in the strategy profile. 

D. Specify a positive offset time in the strategy profile. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following questions do you have to answer before you start creating a BOM? (Choose 2) 

A. In which storage location is the BOM required? 

B. Which Valid To information is necessary? 

C. Is the material type allowed in the BOM? 

D. What status does the BOM have? 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is valid sequence of the main activities in production order processing? (Choose 2) 

A. Creation, availability check, release, material widrawal, confirmation 
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B. Creation, release, printing, goods issue, confirmation, goods receipt 

C. Creation, printing, release, goods issue, confirmation, goods receipt 

D. Creation, release, settlement, goods issue, confirmation, goods receipt 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which mhetods are available for goods issue posting of material components for process orders? (Choose 2) 

A. Transfer order 

B. Picking list 

C. Blackflushing 

D. Kanban 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a schedule agreement whit a vendor. You want classic MRP to automatically create schedule lines in case of
material shortage. 

What must you do? (Choose 2) 

A. Set the creation indicator for delivery schedule lines on the initial screen of the MRP run. 

B. Set the creation indicator for purchase requisitions on initial screen of MRP run 

C. Add the agreement to the source list and mark it for MRP revalance. 

D. Add the agreement to the quota arrangement and mark it for MRP revalance. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What could be the reason for multiple commitment of invidula capacities, where several operations have the same
scheduled dates on a work center (or resource) after planing? (Choose 2) 

A. The work center has several invidula capacities. 
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B. The finite Scheduling indicator is NOT set in the strategy profile. 

C. The Change Planning Direction indicator is set in strategy profile. 

D. Alternative work centers are fully occupied. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are working with planning strategy 40 (Planning-with-final assembly). 

When does consuption of planned independent requirements take places? 

A. When you deliver a sales order 

B. When the MRP result are saved 

C. When you create a sales order 

D. When you create a planned order 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the difference between co-products and by-products? 

A. Only co-products appear in the process or production order settlement rule. 

B. Only co-products can be manufactured in isolation from the main product. 

C. Only co-products are identified by a special item category in the bill of material (BOM). 

D. Only by-products have a zero inventory valuation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the purpose of a reporting point confirmation in repetitive manufacturing? (Choose 2) 

A. To stage different components for a production line simultaneously 

B. To determine the work in progress along the production line 

C. To reduce the total production lead time for along production line 
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D. To provide timely updates of inventory management for the staged components 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 14

In the Capacity Scheduling Table, which settings can you select for the planning strategy? (Choose 3) 

A. Planning mode 

B. Finiteness level 

C. Fixed pegging 

D. Direction E. Scheduling control 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 15

For which categories can you define BOMs in SAP S/4HANA? (Choose 2) 

A. Work Center 

B. Sales order 

C. Class 

D. Document Structure 

Correct Answer: BD 
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